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While all temporary exhibitions are ephemeral by nature, the idea of unique occurrences is at 
the very core of Nemere Kerezsi’s Thiemann-Etüde exhibition. Open for six weeks, his show 
stands for “meaningful evanescence” more than most similar events. Each artwork displayed 
on the two floors of the gallery can be read as a both passionate and concentrated attempt of 
reaching out to the temporality of being. 
In more general terms, the Thiemann-Etüde show brings back the familiar human drama: we 
are toying around with immortality while being painfully conscious of our opposite condition. 
Yet in this case the space and time limitation we obsessively contemplate receives an expression 
paradoxically powerful in its parsimony: the show is spectacular by the sharp contrast 
established with the subject matter; it is ostensible by the minimalism of the approach.
 

Several aspects of time and of its various inter-connected agents are permeating this art show. 
Firstly, the exhibited artworks of Nemere Kerezsi are made over the timespan of twenty years. 
Now in his early forties, this exhibition is entirely focused on time. Then time as memory – 
personal and collective, precise or blurry – haunts the works even in their material concreteness. 
Thirdly, several of the works have a serial character, whether manifest or not (Three Shoes, In 
the Apiary, Caprices de Berlin); and rhythm has been a well-established means of expressing 
duration for millennia. Thus, the drama of being there to witness and of being compelled 
to show, bearing this burden of artistic endeavor of all times, at all times, culminates in a 
tension that ends in a kind of “that is how it is” assumption, articulated in a visual language of 
restrained poetic means almost Borgesian in its frugality.

Pier in Brăila (1917). Photo postcard, 9x13 cm.
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As a whole, Kerezsi’s 2022 exhibition works as a narrative – a statement that might seem out 
of place for a visual arts show. Yet all the works exhibited here are accompanied by elaborate 
descriptions of the creative process. These texts are far from being explanatory, and they are 
certainly more than mere subtitles. Their function is reminiscent of the text slides appearing 
in silent movies: they represent a specific part of the artistic act, supporting the aesthetic 
experience without being indispensable. An attachment to the works proper, additions that 
eventually cohere into an emotional medium enhancing the overall effect of the exhibition.
But what is the story being told? With one exception, on display are sequences of the 
powerfully emotional, masterfully expressed saga of the artist beholding the world. Be it 
translated into the traces left by his fingers on a clay wall (Vertical Independent) or into the 
laborious but futile effort of honey bees to transform Kerezsi’s pentagonal or quadrangular wax 
cells into regular hexagons (In the Apiary), his personal experiences, or experiments, address 
everyone’s concern. Still, the persona of the artist remains decisive all along, perhaps most 
ostensibly in the Berlin series (Caprices de Berlin), where the expressive intention, combined 
with the positioning of the gaze (through the lenses of the camera) are always researched, even 
recherché, and the copresence of the artist is the “existential” condition for each piece. 
With Thiemann-Etüde there is an essential shift in the artist’s gaze and, subsequently, in the 
artistic outcome of his self-conscious situation as witness. It is the only artwork of the exhibition 
suitably placed on the top floor of the gallery, as if indicating a conclusion, as well as the rising 
direction followed by the author’s viewpoint. This most recent installation, which quite rightly 
gave the name to the entire show, marks a significant move of Kerezsi’s position: away from the 
subject who experiences, reflects, and tells, towards a thoroughly empathic approach. The first-
person singular of the storyteller is abandoned. This journey takes the artist far back in time 
where history, tradition, and art were indistinguishably melted together in the chant of some 
anonymous bard. Not a blind one, though. For the gaze is there, but seemingly oblivious of its 
belonging to one particular individual. The subject-self moves aside for the sake of understanding 
all the others. The artist undergoes a metamorphosis, or rather achieves, at last, a transmutation. 

“Walter Thiemann died under unknown circumstances in Brăila on the 25th of November 
1917. His remains were transported back home and buried in the Alt-Schöneberg cemetery 
of Berlin, and then moved in 2017 to the WW memorial site of the Neuer Zwölf-Apostel-
Kirchhof cemetery. His tombstone there is one of the many 7x24x35 cm large inscribed 
stones, nested without any fixing in concrete frames. The lack of fixing inspired me to lift it 
and see what is underneath. I found an ant colony, bustling with life on the grave of the dead 
aerial scout.” [Nemere Kerezsi, Thiemann-Etüde]

The epic of Thiemann, told in well-tempered sotto voce, rules and ties together all the earlier 
works exhibited downstairs, which hence receive additional meaning and weight. By now, 
Nemere Kerezsi can turn equally well into any of his featured characters: Thiemann, the flying 
photographer, his own shoemaker grandfather, or even one of the honey bees. 
There is one part he cannot play, however. He cannot become any of the halo phenomena he links 
photographically to various historic sites. While emphasizing the simultaneous presence of sunlight, 
ice crystals, heavy built structures, photographic technique and an obvious disposition to compose, 
the figure of the (not quite) fortuitous observer, though indispensable, is less relevant per se in the 
aesthetic process. It is the fact of being present there-and-then that matters, with everything pointing 
in the same direction: in order to achieve meaning, the artist must be present; the onlookers must be 
present as well; indeed, the copresence of nature at large is imperative for our world to make sense. 
We need to engage with each other, with the sunlight, with long past deeds of our kind, and with 
all the other earthly beings in the search of what ultimately matters. The ultimate music we hear 
may be the soft humming of honey bees – and it is perhaps possible to imagine the noise made 
by the ants bustling to save their offspring from under the forgotten observer’s tombstone. The 
shelter has suddenly become unsafe. Even eternity does not last. It seems that the ants are running 
for the lives of us all.
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We cannot know when or whether copresences happen, we are driven by unknown impulses 
towards them and when they finally occur, we greet them as gracefully as we can. Foreseen 
meetings are prepared well in advance. Like the flower that may bloom one day and then fade to 
make room for next season’s blossom.
The Cluj exhibition of visual artist Nemere Kerezsi opens up the prospect of many a season to come. 
From the earliest Vertical Independent to the most recent Thiemann-Etüde his works mark a creative 
journey bestrewn with craved, foreseen, yet unpredictable intersections, temporary connectivity of 
ideas, images, movements, and emotions. They are copresences, the sublimations of which in the 
form of objects appear like gestures arising from the artist’s humility. Therefore, it is unnecessary to 

      

      

Tomb of Thiemann (2020-21). Video: Nemere Kerezsi.

Tomb of Thiemann (2020). Photo: Nemere Kerezsi.
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talk in detail about techniques. The means used are always economic to the extreme, the assembly of 
his works is careful both in the choice and the use of materials, as well as in the way of giving them 
shape. They express the immateriality of time through the very evanescence of the events fixed – for 
a while – in fragile artworks.
Kerezsi’s art works with time as raw material and exercises its aesthetic work as time goes by. The 
different pieces of the Thiemann-Etüde (the eponymous installation and the show as a whole) 
become memories that visitors accumulate during their copresence in the exhibition rooms. 
Maybe unexpectedly, their remembrance does not fade with time; rather the contrary. Once more, 
the temporal quality of this experience emerges as defining. And as definitive as can be.

Marginal Notes on Architectural Aspects

Like time, ephemeral architecture is everywhere in the exhibition: the clay wall vanishing 
slowly away in the earth; the imagined shop window of the shoemaker’s; the tiny rainbow 
generated by a hexagonal prism, as well as the hexagon reproduced innumerable times in the 
wax combs of innumerable beehives; heavy built structures reminiscent of the Third Reich, 
photographically accompanied by evanescent halo phenomena; the uneven equilibrium of 
suspended structures; the pier endlessly eroded by water; the city drawn out from the darkness 
by street lights; the small tomb of an unwilling hero, temporary home of the ant community, a 
hundred-million years old species.
The building sheltering the gallery is a relatively sturdy and enduring masonry structure, and an 
inconspicuous architectural presence. With the gallery presently moving out, Thiemann-Etüde 
is the last art show hosted here. Before, this house used to be a common urban dwelling. Its 
fleeting singularity was lent by the function of being a place to bring about otherwise unlikely, 
ephemeral copresences.

THE WORKS: Vertical Independent (2003), Three Shoes (2003), Covenant (2007), In the Apiary (2011 – in 
progress), Caprices de Berlin (2012), Double Denial Balancing (2014), Drone Eviction (2016), Thie-
mann-Etüde (2022).

Brăila descending (2022). Video: Nemere Kerezsi.


